Meeting Time & Location: UO/April 13, 2010, 9:00 P – 3:30 P/Bean West Conference Room

From: Lee Kerns

Distribution: Those Present, Others

REVIEW GROUP: University Housing and Campus Planning and Real Estate

Make up: Cathy Soutar, Brad Black, George Bleekman

Topics:

Building use programming (Review how the building is going to be used) – on going discussion

9:00 – 10:30  Fire alarm, duct detectors and sprinklers.

10:30 – 12:00 Review mechanical and plumbing SD review comments.

Review M and P deviations from U of O standards and housing amendments.

12:00 – 1:30 Review of architectural SD comments.

Review architectural deviations from U of O standards and housing amendments.

1:30 – 2:30 Lunch

2:30 – 3:30 Review of electrical SD review comments.

Review of electrical deviations from U of O standards and housing amendments.